Creating “Aid Free” generation through Education
1. Mihabura daily Porridge for £0.09/Child: n=1,000 in 2017

Annual
Budget?

2. Mihabura daily Meals for £0.40/Child: n=155 in 2017
3. Bugarama secondary School Sponsorships: n=79 in 2017
4. Bugarama university Sponsorships: n=9 in 2017

About £37K..!

5. The JMP & Cultural Landscape Heritage Program
6. Mihabura HIV Awareness yearly Trip: n=155 in 2017

RSVP is a Scottish Charity dedicated to preventing/relieving poverty and advancing Education and Health. In this edition, we
highlight updates from May 2017 in the context of charity’s incredible journey since her very humble beginnings in 2007.

I. Sponsorship Program: 2 of our 1st sponsored students complete University

A round of applause greets J Damascene and
Anaclet on Tuesday 11 September 2018 when

they revisit Mihabura for a motivational speech

to P6 students ahead of national test, equivalen
to SATs in UK.
Anaclet and J Damascene sat the same test in
2007 and were lucky to be sponsored for
secondary and university education. So, they
returned to Mihabura as “graduates” of the
National University of Rwanda.
The Sponsorship Program began in 2008, one
year after RSVP became a charity.
3 schoolchildren were selected in 2008 as per
RSVP’s fair, open and democratic selection

process: Jean Damascene, Anaclet and Olivier.

The annual cost of sponsoring the 3 students in
2008 was £243 or 243,600 RFW.
2 out of 3 students completed their A level
equivalent with good enough grades to be
eligible for public university.
On 2nd Nov 2018, J Damascene formally
graduates in Forestry at the University of

Rwanda, College of Agriculture, Animal Science
and Veterinary Medicine; and Anaclet as
Bachelor of Science in Business Information
Technology (B.Sc BIT Hons).
Please click on Link 1 and Link 2 to see Anaclet

and J Damascene’s profiles as submitted to the
sponsors in 2008.

How fortunate is this? Are these boys the same
as shown on Link 1 and Link 2?
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk
November 2018
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108 students sponsored since 2008

There were also cases of students who, after

The RSVP founder and the members of local

starting the secondary education, were

10 years after its beginning, this program has

RSVP

forced to abandon half-way because their

helped 108 students and each year the

families reached their top of their financial

school fees get higher and higher.

committee,

all

from

Bugarama

community, were acutely aware of cases of
schoolchildren in their community and
elsewhere in the country, who despite their
proven school ability shown by their

possibilities.
Below is a table depicting the number of
The secondary school sponsorship program

sponsored students and the school fees paid

was set up for such cases so that some of

for between 2008 and 2018.

performance in school tests and national

these pitiful young boys and girls (only some

exams, didn’t go to start their secondary

and

budget

As of October 2017, 108 students had

schooling because of their families’ material

constraints), unjustly excluded from the

benefited from the program (32 who

poverty (financial inability to meet the needs

schooling system due to the poverty of their

complete S6 + 75 still being sponsored).

of 6 years secondary education).

families, may be given an opportunity to

not

all

because

of

the

University

Secondary

reach their dreams.
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Sponsorships

3

6

14

27

38

48

55

71

75

75

71

Annual

243,600

769,700

1,491,900

2,677,730

5,131,600

7,868,500

11,858,007

13,477,250

16,109,440

15,561,050

10,329,870

school fees

(£243)

(£769)

(£1,491)

(£2,677)

(£5,131)

(£7,868)

(£11.858)

(£13,477)

(£16,109)

(£15,561)

(10,329)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

0

0

0

3

4

2

5

11

12

6

6

Annual

1,520,869

1,250,000

1,731,000

3,638,000

8,065,100

7,828,853

3,728,000

3,728,000

school fees

(£1,520)

(£1,250)

(£1,731)

(£3,638)

(£8,065)

(£7,828)

(£3,728)

(£3,728)

Sponsorships

What’s the outcome of the sponsorship? The sponsorship program does however
Today, the visible outcomes of the school

2018

longer. A degree is instead now required.

have very crippling shortcomings:
Indeed, out of the 32 students who have

sponsorship program are:
o Although 11 NEW sponsored students
 32 students completed secondary

were meant to be selected annually,

education as shown in the table below.

compared to number of schoolchildren

 4 people have completed the bachelor’s

who are really in need of help, the

degree (all currently employed) and 1 has

program clearly benefits only a drop due

a Masters degree (he also has a job).

to budget constraints.

 Families of sponsored students were

o At its inception in 2008, the program

fortunate enough to keep the resources

targeted A Level equivalent as outcome.

that could normally have be used to pay

Unfortunately, over time, the social

for the schooling of these students or

realities in Rwanda have changed.

completed secondary education, 6 are
currently still sponsored at university and 26
are at home, unemployed and without
prospects of university studies.
If the sponsorship program were to be judged
purely on educating to a job/university
degree alone, then the failure rate would be
a staggering 82%.
In 2017, a Rwandan living in USA is kindly

used such resources for to fund the

For example, an A level equivalent diploma

exploring a rescue plan and met students in

education of another child.

holder doesn’t have automatic job any

this category in Jan 2018. There is HOPE.

If the sponsorship program WERE to be judged purely on educating to a university degree or a job,

32 Students have completed secondary education since 2008
Year

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Number

3

6

9

5

9

then the 26 out 32 students who completed secondary education but are at home WITHOUT a
job or place at university then represent program failure, with 82% failure rate.
Is there a vocational option? Is there an alternative self-employment opportunity? And what does
this say about “Education Today for Zero Aid Tomorrow”?
PrAying for partnerships in this area. A meeting in Bugarama in Jan 2018 brings some HOPE.
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The School Meal

II. School Meal and Porridge Program: £170,401 invested in Mihabura between 2007 and 2017

program was launched
on 21st May 2007 to
meet 3 challenges:
Firstly, according to our
survey, nearly all

schoolchildren left their
parents’ home in the
morning to go to school
for a whole day without
breakfast.
Secondly, nearly all
students didn’t return
home for, or pack,
lunch.
Thirdly, these pupils are
as a result not socially in
favourable learning
conditions and didn’t
perform well in school

and national exams; not
because of the lack
mental abilities but
because “hungry
stomach has no ears”.
J Damascene, just like Anaclet, was lucky to have school meals in 2007 in Mihabura. Can you spot him?
Weekly menus and photos of school meals in early days of the program can be found HERE
Both Anaclet and J Damascene have enjoyed both meals and sponsorship. Their graduation attire along with that of their parents
were provided by their sponsors who kindly wanted them to enjoy the graduation.. It’s their choice.

Though the literature on
impact of school meals
on attendance and

With children encouraged as a pupils to turn up to school

Hence, RSVP began serving meal at midday to:

performance

(decrease absenteeism and drop out rates) and improve

o P6 pupils in 2007

corroborated our own

productivity whilst at school , better results at P6 national

o P5 and P6 school children in 2009

findings, we placed

exams (which opens doors to secondary education) were

o P4-P6 students in 2010-2011

special emphasis on

hypothesized.

o Only P6 pupils from 2012 until now.

quality of meals.

Porridge introduced due to budget
constraints
Expansion to cover the whole school was

lower classes (P1 to P5), with meals only served performing school among 107 public district
to P6 students and teachers.

schools in Rusizi District in 2013 and 2014.

What’s the impact?

seriously hindered by the cost of meals

Though of course other factors contribute to

(£0.40/child/day). As a result, a cheaper form

Few years after its introduction, the program

success, we know for example that meals

of nutrition was introduced in the form of

had sensational results. Mihabura pupils finally provided motivation to teachers who earn a

porridge which only costs £0.09/child/day.

began to perform in national exams.

meagre £40/month. They became more
punctual and motivated, and Mihabura’s story

So, in 2010 porridge was introduced for P1, P2

Considering the performance of its pupils in P6

went viral in regional and national printed and

and P3 pupils and since 2012 it covered all

national exams , Mihabura was ranked best

televised press.
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Cost prohibits expansion of feeding
Just over £170,000 was spent in 10 years to
support the feeding program. That’s at the

This temporary insolvency created the

Schools which are evidently in a much poorer

discouragement of the caterers and one of

neighbourhood and which inevitably

them nearly pulled out.

performs much worse both locally and
regionally, continue to ask for help.

Our Treasurer then resulted to austerity

tune of £17,000/year.

measures and literally imposed the

Together both schools have around 3,500

suspension of the program in 2018, giving

Since RSVP is a very small national charity

students in primary school. With funding

priority to payment of debts owed first. We

with generous but restricted regular donors’

constraints, RSVP is increasingly unable even

thank him for his wisdom.

base, dreams to extend the experience of

to sustain Mihabura alone. Therefore, it’s

Boost to RSVP regular denotations

Mihabura to other 4 village schools were
unfortunately shelved.

unlikely RSVP will expand there soon, if at all.

Thankfully, in April 2018, a generous

Therefore, the realistic chance of expansion

benefactor made a donation of £1,000 for

The dream was to reach the most
impoverished and worst performing school of
Ryankana first and then Kibangira.
Indeed, even paying bills became a problem.

the porridge to be re-served to P6 pupils and
to Mihabura staff. This donation will cover
the cost of serving porridge to P6 students

to Ryankana and Kibangira is to find a
partnering charity .

Mr Fulgence Kaneza, Rwanda coordinator

and teachers until the end of 2018.

who sees the impact on the ground, would

In 2017 the financial situation reached its

Even more good news came in July 2018:

like to thank all those who have made great

worst point. Unrestricted donations which

Mihabura received heart-warming news of

sacrifices to support the sponsoring and

fund feeding program dried up and caterers

£10,000 donation dedicated to meal and

feeding programs.

were partially and irregularly paid.

porridge program from Jersey Overseas Aid

He writes “your sacrifices gave a smile to the

At the end the 2017, debts to the school

(JOA) matching grant through Hands Around

lives of many families . May Almighty God

caterers were of 9,097,686FRW or £9,000.

the World (HATW).

bless you infinitely”.

III. Nicol-MACCOULL Milking Cow Program (NMP): Further support to sponsored students families and teachers
The Nicol-MacCoull Milking

Cows Program (NMP) started
in Mihabura in April 2013

Katrina Simon kindly
visiting NMP recipients

with 2 milking cows.

NMP had 4 objectives:
 fortify the nutritional
value of porridge
The aim was to fortify
Jean Main, Trustee visit May
2014 at J Damascene house

J Damascene
helping
feeding the
cow during
his university
holidays

Apart from cows, goats
have also been donated

porridge served daily to P1-P5
Mihabura pupils as well as to
malnourished children
attending Islamic Health
Centre in Bugarama.

The amount of milk was anticipated to reach

(time after planting seeds and harvest).

400ml per day and per pupil by 2015 (2 years

 Provide an income opportunity to the

later). As for the malnourished children, the

sponsored student’s families:

a.

Give the first calve born from the cow to
another family designated by RSVP

b.

Keep the cow received from NMP at

project expected to provide 200ml fresh milk

A family would receive a milking cow that will

least 5 years (to sustain the positive

per child each day during the period of food

become totally its own on two conditions ,

impact of the cow received on the socio-

shortage, predictably in between harvest

namely:

economic situation of the family).
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According to project design, the expected

19 months after its start, an evaluation of

The new model considers that a family

monthly net profit per cow, from sale of milk,

NMP showed the objectives initially set

becomes owner of the cow obtained from

was 50,357RFW (£50). The possibility of

were far too optimistic to be achieved:

NMP under 2 conditions .

having a calf each year was valued at
a.

o The milk production was 41% of the

300,000RFW (£300).

NMP, keeps it until it gives another calf;

target (20 litters of milk per cow and per
So, the net annual income expected by each

day). As result, porridge was fortified by

family which received a cow was

the milk only in proportion of 13% of the

(50,357*12)+300,000 = 904,281RFW (£904).

initial ambition.
o

 Increase the income of Mihabura

Instead of paying back the value of initial
investment (2,789,000RFW or £2,789) and

teachers

becoming self-sustaining, the project

Takes care of the calf obtained from

then gives the mother cow (got firstly
from NMP) to another family
designated by RSVP when the new calf
is 6 months old;
b.

Takes care of the 6 months-old-calf and
keeps it at least 5 years in the family.

By assigning a calf to one teacher each year,

required additional fund (958,400 or

Thanks to this new model which is in place

teachers would benefit from a net annual

£958) to cover running costs.

since 1 December 2014, 5 sponsored

profit of £904 as above.

student’s families and 1 Mihabura
With failure to achieve initial objectives, RSVP

 provide “a model farming” and

teacher have now had cows from NMP.

abandoned the original model and moved

inspiration to Mihabura students and

cows from Mihabura “model farm” directly

This shows RSVP is not shy to recognize

staff.

to sponsored student’s families.

failures. Data analysis guides our decisions.

IV. Partnerships, a game changer for Rusizi District schools: A new school in Nyakagoma to save up to 10km walking
Groupe Scolaire
Nzahaha received
£ 45,678 (from JOA
through HATW) for the
construction of 5
classrooms, an
administrative office
and a toilet bloc of 12
doors in Nyakaboma.

In addition to
classrooms
construction, the
funding received
enabled Nyakagoma to
be equipped with school
desks, tables, chairs, a
digital photocopier
&scanner and two 5,000
litters water tanks.
The new classrooms were

with the youngest aged 7,

Some children walked a

loaded bicycles with poor

national television (TV1)

open to locals in the 2018

were making a distance

dangerous steep road

braking system travelling

in 2016 and 2017.

school year.

of 10 km return journey

and risked their lives

40km/hour downhill.

daily to reach the nearest

through accidents

The plights of these

Locals were truly happy

school of Nzahaha.

especially from fully

children were aired on

to have a school nearby.

Some of those students,
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Nyakagoma’s incredible
story begun with a simple
visit by Simon and his
family at the local Church
on 21 August 2016.
Though Simon was aware of
their dire situation, RSVP
would not have dreamt of
how Nyakagoma children
could break away from
10km round walk with all
risks involved.
So, Simon simply advised to
“pray and believe”!
Through an element of shear luck, that Pentecostal Churchgoes in Nyakgama would call “divine
intervention or answers to prayers”, Mr Mike Haden from HATW would, once more, be the link which
will not only bring classrooms to Nyakagoma but will also attract several Jersey dignitaries in April 2017.
So, it was so fitting to see him along with Rusizi Mayor, ADEPR and MINEDUC reps at the December
2017 inauguration ceremonies which were aired on national television and printed in national papers.

Carolyn Labey, JOAC chairman in Bugarama

Depute’ Carolyn Labey in
Kibangira primary school,
24 Apr 2017

On 23 April 2017, the Chairman of Jersey Overseas
Commission (JOAC), Carolyn Labey who is also a
Depute’ in Jersey spent 2 nights in Bugarama
exactly in the same accommodation that normal
Jersey volunteers use. The same food was served.
Her team included Simon

Boas (Executive

Director), Toni Roberts (Non-State Commissioner),
Chris Rayne (BBC Journalist) and Mike Haden
(Chairman of Trustees for Hands Around the
World) which is our partner charity in Jersey.
The team was welcomed by the Mayor of Rusizi
District, Mr Freddy Harelimana and ADEPR
national leaders, namely former Bishop Jean
Sibomana. ADEPR not only honoured these guests
with warm welcome but it also provided transport
for the first half of their visit. Thank You.

Mayor,
Fredy Harelimana

This is due to immense gratitude of JOAC funding,

JOAC commissioner,
Toni Roberts, Rwinzuki
23 Apr 2017

Laying foundation stone
in Kibangira 24 Apr 2017

through HATW, for ADEPR school in Mihabura and
Gratitude from Kibangira students
24 Apr 2017

projects in Nyakagoma (nursery and primary
school). There was also potential to help
Mashesha health centre but this is on hold.
The Mayor showed the team district accessible
priorities: Mubera primary school, Rwinzuki health
centre and Kibangira model village housing.
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk
November 2018
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V. Partnerships, a game changer for Rusizi District schools: 5 new classrooms built in Kibangira in October 2017
Kibangira primary school
received a funding of
£34,225 (from JOA
through HATW and
RSVP) for the
construction of 5 new
classrooms.
This funding also
covered 125 school
desks, 5 tables, 5 chairs,
a digital photocopier
and scanner as well as 1
flashing toilet.
The appearance and
image of the school
have completely
changed from what
would be associated
with old Kibangira to an
new look that only
Muko and Mihabura
primary schools have
enjoyed.

Students now have hope
and optimism.
Kibangira students and teachers are now very

This school opened its doors in 1986 with 62

Though it was made the second 12 Years Basic

proud of their school, especially since the new

pupils. 32 years later (Nov 2018), it has 1,550

Education centre in Bugarama (after Muko), it lags

look coincided with 2 historical events for

students (1,285 primary and 265 secondary).

well behind in infrastructure and it’s performance

Kibangira: the connection of electricity power to

Just like Ryankana, it belongs to the Free

in P6 test is joint worse in Bugarama.

the village and the donation of 2 desktop

Methodist Church of Rwanda.

Turning it around will require more than just

computers to the school by HATW.

classrooms. So their journey has just begun….!

Through its 3 year plan, HATW are kindly set to

continue further improvements in Kibangira with
8 classrooms renovation work planned in
November 2018 and purpose build new ICT
centre in 2019.

There are socio-economical reasons which
challenge an otherwise very dynamic and hard
working team (both students and staff) in
Kibangira. So, I can’t expect dramatic
performance changes until all issues are
addressed in a holistic way. But there is HOPE!
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk
November 2018
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VI. Partnerships, a game changer for Rusizi District schools: 2 classrooms eradicates mud-bricks classrooms in Ryankana
Ryankana primary
school, the poorest of all
5 village schools,
received a funding of
£10,831 from Kintore
Rotary Club, Inverurie,
Scotland.
The 2 new were
connected to 2
classrooms built in 2016
also from Kintore
Rotary Club funding.
So, the block of 4
classrooms replaced an
unsafe mud brick unit
and provided a safe and
well lit learning
environment for
Ryankana pupils.

The change is clearly obvious,

compete each year with

will be knocking at the door of

just like Kibangira, turning

Mihabura and Muko schools.

Inverurie Academy, Kintore

around Ryankana school which

Rotary Club and Dr C Hunter

is joint worse performing for P6

Until other challenges are

soon to see how to rekindle the

test, will require more than

addressed, Ryankana school and

promising partnerships and

simply new infrastructure.

their community can at least for

friendships following a change

now be very grateful that HATW

of hands in the management of

Again similarly to Kibangira,

are extending classroom

Ryankana school.

there are socio-economical

renovation here, starting

reasons which make children

November 2018.

What has been achieved so far

and staff from this school feel a
sense of slight injustice as they
Contact: simon@rsvpcharity.org.uk
November 2018
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VII. Partnerships, a game changer for Rusizi District schools: Mihabura improves it’s outlook ever further - October 2017
Mihabura received
£10,000 from HATW and
this money was used for
the maintenance of 6
classrooms: roofing and
pavement of school
interior’s ways; and
protecting the
infrastructure of school by
building a perimeter fence.
The balance was used to
purchase 2 water 5,000L
litters tanks to collect
The Minister of Education
(MINEDUC) who didn’t manage
to attend the inauguration
ceremony in Dec 2017 due to
urgent cabinet meeting sent
this SMS in Jan 2018.
A sign again to the immense
gratitude shown by locals and
politicians.

rainwater.
With this, Mihabura is now
totally and completely well
and truly unrecognizable
from its mud brick past
look.

The challenge for Mihabura now is twofold:
 Sustain School Meals and Porridge programs and
 Cope with the growing number of students in a planned and
strategic way.
What’s happening in

the rest in the league

Mihabura and in

table.

Muko schools is the

transformation.

Since Mihabura has been nominated as the next 12 Years Basic Education

And fomer students

centre (3rd in Bugarama after Muko and Kibangira), all stakeholders really

result of cumulative

To see how Mihabura

such as J Damascene

ought to think of a few storey high classrooms due land shortage in

investment over a

use to look like ,

and Anaclet who

Rwanda and Bugarama in particular.

sustained period of

please click HERE.

return to Mihabura
can’t believe their

Convincing donors of the need to build strategically will be challenging

Students currently in

eyes just in a matter

due to cost implications, but the beauty of our strategic partnership with

And no wonder they

P1 would see such a

of 10 year progress.

HATW is the lead volunteers and officials understand truly local

are head and

building now as

shoulders ahead of

insulting, such is the

time.
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VIII. 24 hour stay hernia operation in Mibirizi hospital and Teaching English in Bugarama
In March 2018 a team of
specialists from UK were in
Mibirizi hospital, Rusizi
District, Western Province,
for a “pilot” 24 hour stay
hernia surgery.
They included a consultant
surgeon (Mr Simon
Wakefield), a consultant
anaesthetist (Dr Gareth
Kessell), an Operating
Department Practioner –
ODP (Catherine Hadlow), a
science teacher (Dr Lorna
Kessell) and Simon M.
For more information on the
trip, click HERE.
We are glad HATW are
extending refurbishment
plan to Mibirizi in Nov 2018.
In May 2018 Katrina Simon,
Deputy head teacher in
Jersey, kindly spent 3
months in Mihabura
teaching English.
Katrina, like Catriona Young,
had the needed
qualifications to teach
English as a foreign
language.
Just like Catriona, Katrina
was also involved in netball.
It’s so good to see the pitch
kindly provided by HATW
being used by boys and girls.
For more information about
their experiences, please
RSVP has grown in the last 10

unpaid, and the truly fruitful

To you Trustees and volunteers

follow the blog HERE.
Bugarama and also for raising

years thanks to our regular

partnerships with HATW, Kintore

(teachers, nurses, doctors) who

awareness about the work of the

donors, volunteers in UK and

Rotary, Kemnay Academy and

have visited, we say a huge Thank

charity on your return in UK.

Rwanda who work tirelessly and

Harlaw Academy.

You for what you’ve done in

God bless you abundantly.
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